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Project no: 493
•••

Industrial Applications of Biomimetic
Materials
Project Description
As the concrete has a porous and micro-cracked structure, it penetrates into the water and enters
harmful substances with it. Ingress of water in the main cause of all the major physical and chemical
degradation processes affecting concrete structures. Hydrophobic concrete is concrete that repels
water. It meets the standards outlined in the definition of waterproof concrete.

Abstract
This report is about hydrophobic concrete. It was aimed to obtain waterproof concrete by
incorporating various polymers. Some of the tests planned to be performed due to the
Covid-19 pandemic process could not be performed. These tests were carried out with
two different polymers, PVA and PBA. After polymers were applied to concrete,
specimens were subjected to contact angle and water
absorption tests. The collected data was analyzed to
create an AHP to select the most successful hydrophobic
concrete. Considering the results, it is concluded that the
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polymer

used

has

the

lowest

rate

of

water

absorption. All in all, the polymers used have achieved
over 50 percent reduction in water absorption.
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Project no: 585
•••

Digital Maturity Model Development for
Education Sector
Project Description
This project goals to develop a digital maturity model for education sector. Recognizing this goal,
three main steps are conducted as follows: (1) the criteria affecting digitalization in education sector
are determined, (2) the selected criteria are weighted by using a decision making method and (3)
Bahçeşehir University is evaluated in order to figure out its digitalization level.

Abstract
Advisors:
This project is designed to develop an evaluation method
to reveal the digital maturities of actors in education
sector. First of all, all criteria that have impact on

Dr. Gül Tekin Temur
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digitalization in education sector are listed by reviewing
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the relevant literature. Then, a traditional multi criteria
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decision

making

model

named

Analytical

Hierarchy

Process is utilized in order to determine the weights of
each criterion. To complete the process, sum weighted
method is used to figure out the maturity level. Five
different

scales

are

defined,

and

different

strategic

comments are given to each level group. A real evaluation
process is conducted in Bahçeşehir University.
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Project no: 808
•••

Difficulties in the Marketing and Brand Building
Phases for Startups
Project Description
The aim of this project is to find information and solutions to difficulties in the marketing and brand
building phases for startups. With this research, startups will see the challenges that they are going
to face in the future and eventually with these relevant information they will know what to do in
which time so they will be more ready to establish and develop their startup projects

Abstract
To find relevant difficulties that startups are facing due to marketing and brand-building
difficulties, we look through academic articles and we read academic panels about our
topic. We found out that the most important aspect when you are establishing a startup is
to develop marketing and brand building in correct
size, in correct approaches and in correct budged. In
order to obtain success in your startup project it is
essential to build strong marketing and brand building
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frameworks. It would also be beneficial if startups
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connect with each other to see common problems and
unite together to solve these development issues. With
this kind of mentality it would be difficult to fail a
startup.
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Project no: 811
•••

Center of Pressure Software for Wii
Balance Board
Project Description
The aim of this project is to design a software interface that receives information from the
Wii Balance Board which will incorporate immediate auditory and visual feedback via
headphones and a television screen. Currently, there is no inexpensive and widely
accessible device that can measure the center of pressure for balance and postural
rehabilitation training.

Abstract

Millions of people are affected by postural instability and balance disorders. Balance disorder
significantly reduces individual’s capability to fulfill the daily easy functions. People having
postural instability and balance disorders need to be treated and rehabilitated by physical
therapy, but for that physiotherapist needs such an effective tool that helps him diagnosing the
problem and getting feedback. Physiotherapist needs to measure the center of pressure (CoP) in
order to determine if the person is balanced. The aim of this project is to accomplish the Wii
Balance Board (WBB) which can be such an effective technology for measuring the center of
pressure. In order to accomplish the device for that aim, a software algorithm is generated using
MATLAB while adjusting the codes to fit project goals. The WBB had to be validated in order to
be used in the public domain. Validation is performed against a conventional force plate.
However, the (WBB) is much cheaper than the other technologies and methods that are used for
the balance disorder in the public domain. After making several experiments using the (WBB),
we did notice that the (WBB), can provide great accuracy when measuring the (CoP) and can
provide measurements for the subject’s forces.
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Project no: 812
•••

Brain-Computer Interface Design
Project Description
The aim of the project is to develop a prototype that can be used to acquire brain waves. In the
medical field, the process of recording brain waves is known as Electroencephalography and the
signal is Electroencephalogram (EEG). The signals will be recorded from a headset on the human
scalp with electrodes and displayed on a computer after being filtered, amplified through an
electronic circuit, and converted from analog-to-digital with a microcontroller, hence the title BrainComputer Interface (BCI). The EEG should be noticeable when eyes move and blink, with the
headset being adjustable.

Abstract
This research aims to design and build a prototype for the brain-computer interface
(BCI). The prototype which also includes a 3D printed headset is able to acquire brain
signals i.e EEG and display the resulting waveforms onto a computer for analysis in realtime.

In addition, an electronic acquisition circuit is constructed as well

as building the headset by using 3D design software
known as MIMICS. For measurement purposes, the
headset is flexible to allow different head sizes. The
results will be presented in MATLAB IDE for further
analysis and processing. This kind of project can be
extended to allow people to operate an electric wheel
chair using brain commands, also for medical diagnoses
purpose.

Furthermore,

complete

home

automation

applications using brain waves command is also a
possibility.
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Project no: 825
•••

Ultrasonic Scanner of Cracks in Concrete
Project Description
A robot is designed to autonomously scan, and 3D visualize the cracks on concrete surfaces.

Abstract
This project is about an autonomous ultrasonic crack scanner robot built by 2 Electrical
and Electronics Engineering and 2 Software Engineering students. The mechanical
designs,

electronics’

codes,

computer-robot

communication

structures

and

3D

visualization are successfully created. The purpose of this device is creating a scan of the
concretes and 3D visualization cracks with 1mm accuracy which occurred on concretes.
The robot is finished as planned but due to the Covid-19 pandemic the 3Dvisualization
and image processing part could not be integrated into it. However, all the physical
structure, sensors, and results are collected and tested. The image processing and 3D
visualization tested separately.
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Project no: 872
•••

Using Best Worst Method for Location
Selection of Piezoelectric Tiles
Project Description
The project handles location selection problem for piezoelectric tiles. Multi criteria decision making
based methodology is followed in order to find best location among different alternatives. The
project has three main steps: (1) determination of criteria affecting location selection for piezoelectric
tiles, (2) weighting the criteria according to their importance on this decision and (3) selecting the
best one among different options.

Abstract
This

study

aims

to

select

the

best

location

for

implementation of piezoelectric tiles. This decision
handles

objective

and

subjective

criteria

simultaneously therefore it is beneficial to use a multicriteria decision making tool for the problem. As a
novel

approach,

Best-Worst

Method

is

chosen

to

evaluate alternatives and affecting criteria. Surveys are
sent to the experts who have valuable experience on
this subject and asked to compare criteria and subcriteria pair wisely. After gathering the answers, the
surveys are checked for their consistencies and the
method is applied to find the importance of criteria. A
case study is conducted for a campus of a university.
The proposed methodology can be a good supportive
tool

to

choose

construction

the
of

satisfactory

locations

piezoelectric

for
tiles.
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Project no: 876
•••

Digital Adaptation in Human Resources
Project Description
Identifying the digitalization processes of companies in the human resources department and the
difficulties they encounter in this way and presenting a proposal plan to the companies in
accordance with the numerical results obtained from this survey.

Abstract

Nowadays, digitalization affects our entire lives as well as Human Resources processes
and traditional methods are no longer sufficient. Digital HR in the simplest terms is
ensuring that the tracking of HR functions is carried out in digital environment and
expressing a holistic change in human, technology and business processes. In the survey,
51 companies from 17 different industries participated, which was created to analyze the
reasons caused by the process of keeping up with the digital age, the difficulties
encountered in and the results of this process. It is divided the form into 3 parts as
demographic questions, digital transformation and HR, the effect of COVID-19 global
outbreak on digitalization. According to the striking results obtained, majority of the
digital maturity levels of all companies surveyed were
found to be using some basic technological systems
with manual systems with %43. It is also seen that
companies’

common

problems

employees

to change,

business

are

resistance

processes

are

of
not

compatible with technological integration and lack of
capital in the implementation of digitalization. In
addition, the home-office working rate before the
COVID-19 was 25%, while it suddenly became 98% in
the pandemic and 57.7% of the companies plan to
continue this after the pandemic. Companies that tried
to survive during the pandemic with the least damage
have

understood

the

inevitable

necessity

of

digitalization. From this point of view, it can be
concluded that companies will consider digitalization
even more when designing their future strategy plans.
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Project no: 907
•••

Reduction of CO2 Emission for Concrete Mixes
Project Description
CO2 emission reduction is aimed at designing various different concrete mixes with decreasing
cement amounts, in order to produce more environmental-friendly concretes.

Abstract
This report is about the CO2 emission calculation of concrete analyzed and applied by 4
Energy Systems Engineering students and 4 Civil Engineering students. Experiment
applications and calculations are created by the teams mentioned above. Due to the
Covid-19 pandemic, the experiment is not finished
entirely as planned; the planned compression test
was omitted. Instead, we submitted our samples to
expert opinion. In this study, we tried to achieve the
lowest

cost

eggshells,

and

CO2

seashells,

emission
and

value

coffee

by

waste

using
while

maintaining concrete strength. Calculations based on
values obtained in laboratory experimental studies
demonstrated that concrete made from coffee waste
has low CO2 emission value and low cost .
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Project no: 939
•••

Dodgeball Robot
Project Description
In this Project we are trying to build a robot that can dodge incoming balls. We tried to address this
problem by with the help of several Ultrasonic sensors.2 mechatronics students are responsible for
general design, electric motors and chassis.2 Electrical and Electronics engineering students are
responsible for sensors and coding.

Abstract
Our goal for this project was to build a robot that can avoid incoming balls successfully.
We decided to use ultrasonic sensors for this task. However due to Covid-19 we couldn’t
complete the robot. Instead we constructed a complete V-REP simulation and other
simulations that cover electronic parts of the project. In V-REP simulation we tested
several different throws and robot successfully escaped from all the balls. In these tests
we saw that motor speed and detection distance are very important. Also, in the distance
test that we conducted in real life we saw that although sensor datasheet stated that the
sensor could detect up to 4 meters, we only get consisted results in 2 meters. Tennis ball
has a fuzzy outside shell and this kind of material is
very good for absorbing, so we suspect that that is
the reason. We planned to switch to another type of
ball before the COVID-19 but because of the material
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issues we cannot test that one. With these tests and
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simulations, we proved our concept.
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Stair Climbing Robot
Project Description
A robot is designed to autonomously climb stairs.

Abstract
In this project an autonomous stair climbing robot is designed by two Electrical and
Electronics Engineering students and two Mechatronics Engineering students. The
physical structure is designed using CAD software, the sensor array and coding are
materialized and tested successfully. The robot theoretically should climb any stairs
autonomously by responding to sensory inputs providing information about the presence
and orientation of walls and stairs. However, due to limitations imposed by the Covid-19
pandemic, we were unable to integrate the physical structure with the sensor array and
electrical systems.
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Project no: 963
•••

An Optimization-Based Sudoku/Kakuro Player
Project Description
An optimization-based Windows application is developed to play and solve Sudoku and Kakuro
puzzles.

Abstract
The project Optimization-Based Sudoku/Kakuro Player started in February and was
completed in June. The front-end was created in the Windows Form application image
using C# language. Gurobi optimization software was used to solve the puzzles in the
background. Şule and Ecem both worked on the software side to develop the system
using C#. Ecem, also an industrial engineering student, solved the puzzles by formulating
the games as integer linear mathematical models and interfacing with Gurobi. The project
database contains 150 Sudoku and Kakuro puzzles at easy, intermediate and hard levels.
While the system is capable of solving any Sudoku puzzle, it currently can only solve
Kakuro

puzzles

with

3

by

3,

4

by

4

and

5

by

5

matrices.
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Turkish Sign Language Glove
Project Description
The glove’s sensor and video camera which is going to recognize the Turkish Sign Language and
translate it for non-speaker.

Abstract
Communication between speakers and non-speakers of Turkish Sign Language (TSL) can
be problematic, inconvenient, and expensive. This project attempts to bridge the
communication gap by designing a portable glove that captures the user’s TSL gestures
and outputs the translated text on a web page. The glove is equipped with flex sensors in
order to measure the flexion of the fingers, The glove’s Arduino UNO microcontroller
analyzes the sensor readings to identify the gesture from a library of learned gestures
with the help of python rendering program which retrieves the data gathered from all of
the 5 sensors, classify the data and renders the result to
the screen as zero, one, two, three, four, five or six
signing, and meanwhile a Deep Learning Model which is
previously trained with gesture images predicts signing
of

the

camera

input

in

real-time.
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Smart Mirror
Project Description
A smart mirror is designed and constructed for identifying users with face recognition system and
showing their selected features on mirror such as weather data, traffic data to their selected
destination, google calendar events etc. Also we designed a mobile application for controlling
mirror’s features, created a voice assistant for logging in and getting information from mirror. We
trained our system with users face images and saved their encodings to the database so that with
face recognition our users login their accounts. Also with emotion recognition we motivate our users
for their emotional state.

Abstract
To mention briefly about our project, the main screen on the mirror has the features of
weather, temperature, humidity and daily news headlines that we can control from our
mobile application. One of the main features of the mirror is that main screen is
customized for each person. We can talk about the working principle of this mirror is as
follows, the user is in front of the mirror, starts facial
recognition with the voice command we have specified,
and the mirror recognizes the user, then the personalized
main screen is opened. Then, if the users wish, they can

Advisors:

start the emotion recognition system with the specified
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voice command and see their instant emotion on the
mirror.

We

experienced

some

problems

such

as

prolonged working times due to the weakness of the
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raspberry pi, as well as not being able to use algorithms
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Project no: 1001
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Digital Maturity Assessment Model for Smart
Agriculture
Project Description
Within the scope of this project, main aim is to create a digital maturity assessment model for
companies that want to evaluate their competencies in Smart Agriculture. A novel decision making
tool is utilized in order to weight the criteria affecting Smart Agriculture. A web site is also
developed as a guide for companies which want to have a general idea about their status on digital
adaptation process.

Abstract
This study proposes a methodology to assess the status of agriculture firms on
digitalization. Companies producing in the agricultural sector can learn the digital
maturity levels of their production sites using this evaluation model and analyze how
successful they are in Industry 4.0 requirements and reveal in which area they should
improve for digital adaptation. For this purpose, the relevant literature will be scanned
and a sustainable list of requirements for sector-environment-human dimensions will be
created. These requirements will be grouped as main and sub-criteria. The criteria created
for the digital maturity evaluation model for the agricultural sector will be evaluated
with the Best-Worst Method (BWM), which is a new
model of Multi-Criteria Decision Making (MCDM), as
a result of the results obtained by discussing with
experts in the field. The average of the product scores
will show the firm's level of maturity which is
obtained from this evaluation and the weight found
by BWM. In the study, improvement suggestions will
be given for each level. With this auxiliary tool
developed, companies that have the opportunity to
identify their superior and weaknesses in the Smart
Agriculture process, will have reached a procedure
that can evaluate themselves with universal criteria
and provide

this

easily

through

a

user-friendly

website to create a road map with the right moves.
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Capturing Signals From Satellites
Project Description
The CSSF (Capture Signals From Satellites) project involves clearing satellite data using artificial
intelligence and converting it into photographs.

Abstract
Aim of this project is to set up a weather satellite receiving station, which allows to
gather live weather satellite images. Some satellites especially weather satellites have
multiple cameras. These satellites send their captured images to earth with signals. The
SDR device combined with a good antenna, SDRSharp and a decoding program are used
to record, download and display these signals.
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Project no: 10031088
1022
•••

Concentration Evaluation and Improvement
By Means of EEG Analysis
Project Description
The aim of the project is to investigate concentration levels of students while studying and improve
their concentration efficiency by physically stimulating when their concentration levels during
specific emotional conditions is below a threshold.

Abstract

The aim of this project is to evaluate learners’ concentration levels from recorded videos by correlating
concentration with emotions. Developing emotion associated cognitive exercises to improve students’
concentration levels. The four main parts are to evaluate EEG signals, develop experimentation
software, concentration and emotion analysis, and optionally learning efficiency testing. The project
focuses on gathering and analyzing brain waves as well as facial expressions. A framework of tools was
built to help serve the experimentation process. The framework consists of three subsystems to provide
evaluation results of learners’ concentration via webcam by correlating concentration with emotions
and developing emotion associated cognitive exercises to improve students’ concentration levels. These
systems are designed to collaborate with each other by means of recorded data and trained
classification models.
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Effects of Different Materials on Heat
Insulations
Project Description
Efficiency analysis in terms of insulation among selected materials.

Abstract
The purpose of our project is to make an environmental and economic evaluation as a result of the
insulation of a building with different materials. Civil engineering students for this purpose have
designed a structure using the ANSYS program and UDF code has been used to make the analysis
more realistic. Civil engineering students shared information such as temperature and wind direction
to be used in the project with the students of energy systems engineering.
Energy systems engineering students, using this information in
certain formulas, examined the efficiency of insulation materials as
two different times and conditions for summer and winter
situations. In addition, materials have been evaluated from an
environmental perspective according to their economic and CO2
emission rates. The model of our project consists of 3 different
parts and we get errors because these parts negatively affect the
continuity in the model. In this case the geometry part of our
project has been revised so that our project continues without any
difference

in

the

analysis

results.
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Consumers’ Acceptance of New Food Forms
Project Description
In this project, the aim was to understand the behavior of consumers to the changing food industry,
food products and eating habits and their motivations to change. In order to understand this, an
online survey has held and hypothesis tests has applied to come up with some finding. All findings
according to the consumers’ acceptance of new food forms can be found in this research broadly.

Abstract
With the developing technology and the change of the world, people started to get
different eating habits and new food products started to be produced differently than it
has been producing lately. In this study, the perspective of Turkish society on different
innovations, food cultures, new eating habits, new food methods and their motivations to
change were discussed. While doing the research, the
results of the questionnaire, which was solved by
different masses of the society, were analyzed using
hypothesis test and some different statistical tools.

Advisors:

The purpose of this analysis is to be able to guide
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companies, investments or anyone interested in this
subject in the changing food culture sector in the
future.
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People are observed to be open to food innovations
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under specific factors. These factors can be listed as
loyalty to current nutritional habits, buying behavior
consciousness,

social

media

usage

and

food

selectivity. However, the age factor is also very
important

when

it

comes

to

being

innovative.

Acceptance of consumers to the new food forms has
observed by the end of the results and it depends of
several factors that are discussed in the report
broadly.
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Project no: 1047
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Bemoss System Improvement and Integration
Project Description
The aim of the project is to gather smart devices in a software called BEMOSS. It provides
convenience to the user by collecting devices of different brands on a common platform. In this way,
it was aimed to establish a laboratory with IoT system. Along with this, it was aimed to make a
website and a telephone application.

Abstract
The BEMOSS System helps to us remotely control some smart devices on the local
network. We made the BEMOSS interface accessible over the Internet. We also produced
devices and made them controllable over the internet and developed a mobile application
to access the BEMOSS interface. Reducing energy consumption and remote control of
devices are the main purpose of this product.
Our primary goal is to develop an IoT based system
where

we

products

improve
to

this

our

system.

laboratory
With

by

these

adding

new

products,

the

temperature and humidity of the environment can be
obtained and energy expenditure can be measured with
another product. By this way, an advanced IoT system
was
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A Blockchain-Based Mobile Application for
Electric Vehicles
Project Description
In this project, it is proposed a use case for electric vehicle by using blockchain technology. By
considering this use case, a blockchain-based mobile application is developed for electric vehicle
owners.

Abstract
Nowadays, blockchain technology has been used in energy sector. Especially, it is applied
to different areas such as energy trading, energy community, microgrid. Due to decrease
carbon emmision, electric vehicle (EV) is inevitable solution in the world. Therefore, the
number of EVs increases every day. The charging of
them is the main problem for the EV owners. The aim
is to create a mobile application by using the benefits
of blockchain technology for EV owners.
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Dodgeball Robot
Project Description
A robot is designed for dodging incoming balls.

Abstract
The aim of the project is to develop a robot that detects the distance and speed of an
approaching ball and then move to avoid the ball. When a ball is rolled towards the
robot, the ball is detected by ultrasonic sensors that are scanning through 360 degrees;
the robot then moves to avoid the ball and the scanning
process continues.
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Grain Storage Management with IOT
Project Description
An implementation of an agriculture IOT application about food storage observation with LoRa.

Abstract
A high portion of food waste involves in the storage phase. Ventilation systems and
coolers are existing solutions but not feasible for all kinds of food in the aspects of cost
and energy. Therefore, it is highly important to trace and analyze the food stack to
improve logistics. Moreover, the quality of the product and the status of spoilage can
further be derived. A prototype has developed for monitoring goods in the storage phase.
The main idea is to decrease post-harvest storage losses by developing a device to
observe and analyze the goods better. LoRa is the carrier network technology for the
system.
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Industry 4.0 Readiness Assessment for an
Organization
Project Description
The purpose of this project is to improve the problems in Bahcesehir University Graduation and
Diploma Process based on the data in the conversations with students and necessary departments
and to warn the university about these problems.

Abstract
Today, people do not talk long about a completely smooth process. However, if there is a serious
problem in the process, it can be spoken for days. A student who has spent her/his university life very
well can complain for years, because of the problems she/he experienced during her/his graduation and
diploma process. Shortening this process in ways that the student can easily understand is a way to go
to the expected result in the process. The purpose of this paper is to improve the problems in
Bahcesehir University Graduation and Diploma Process based on the data in the conversations with
students and necessary departments and to warn the university about these problems. Methods to
digitize the process require structured data, therefore, the way
in which the process of digitization is attempted should be
shared regularly with the necessary people. This enables the
system to give more satisfactory results. The results show that
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90% of the process. The process can be improved and fully
digital, with possible improvements and government support.
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Maturity Assessment Model For Construction
4.0
Project Description
In this project, it is proposed to develop a decision making based process to prioritize the important
criteria that are needed for the digitalization of the construction industry and the results are used to
improve an assessment model that shows the score of digital maturity of construction firms. The
maturity model can be a guideline for construction industry to achieve a successful Industry 4.0
adaptation process.

Abstract
While many sectors have started to make serious investments in digital transformation,
the construction sector is following this transformation from behind. Although there has
been an industry 4.0 transformation with an increasing momentum in the construction
industry in recent years, a sector that follows it from behind will need to know the
current situations in Industry 4.0 and need strategic guidance. Here, it is aimed to create
a digital maturity model using multi-criteria decision making methods in order to guide
construction companies in the digitalization process. In this study, digital criteria for the
construction sector were determined, surveys were conducted by interviewing the
experts, and the weights of the criteria determined by
the fuzzy AHP method were determined based on the
survey results. In conclusion, based on the opinions of
people experienced in the sector, the importance of 23
different criteria has been determined, a maturity
model has been created and several companies have
been scored and evaluated according to this maturity
model.
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